April 8, 2009
List of One-page working papers from OVCAA Advisory Group: (Suggested author)

1) Services offered: Centralization at Manoa of
   a) Advising (Ron C.)
   b) Information technology (Peter Q.)
   c) Distance learning/outreach (TBD)
   d) Enrollment Management (Ron C.)

2) Community college articulation (KCC transfer program) (Ron C.)

3) System duplication/prioritization of program offerings meeting state needs– e.g.
   BSW at UHM and UHH; (Jon M.)
   BS Engineering at UHM and UHH (Bruce L.)
   Teacher Ed at UHM and UHWO (Beth P.)
   BE by CTAHR and Engineering (Charly K.)

4) Organization of institutional mission related to Land, Space, Sea Grants (Peter Q.)

5) Creation of College of Environmental Sciences (Architecture, Engineering…) (David R.)

6) Outreach College – are we properly deployed with distance learning?
   This is an entrepreneurial opportunity with great capacity (Peter T.)

7) Formula to return revenue back to schools efficiently using resources (Peter Q.)

Other “Big Picture” Issues

1) Gen Ed
2) OFDAS
3) Imagining ourselves differently – are we producing the “right” amount and mix of bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral graduates?